
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Japanese Mexicans  
Look at the Moon 
fiction  
Michael McGuire 

            An almost Japanese landscape.  A treed terreno of rocky 

lumps and fissures and dry riverbeds, trees thrusting up between 

the boulders, the occasional dust off a few gaunt cattle and fewer 

horses, the heat.  Walking here, the American realized, must be 

always up or down.  Though he wasn’t going to attempt any 

spectacular ascents or descents himself . . . a brief shower of gravel 

from beneath his feet hinting that it was all up with him, all 

over . . . still they were inclines to stare at, to remember.   

 Little wildlife.  No birds worth mentioning much of the 

year, then, suddenly—a flight of wild parrots.  No mammals but 

the domesticated kind.   

 Once upon a time, he had read, in the discredited days of 

the great haciendas, tens of thousands of acres reserved for the 

benefit of one bloodline, one casa and its progeny, the creatures of 

field edge and hillside benefited from benign neglect.  Now the 

ejido, or the individual members of that communal effort, without 

any such design, seemed to be eliminating one species after 

another . . . until all will have followed the indio puro into the void, 

into pure oblivion.  

           Though some indígenas, he knew, like the tarahumaras here in 

northern Mexico, had survived and kept their distinction, living separate,  
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preferring single family dwellings on the edge of the sheerest barrancas, while they 

themselves were the shortest people in Chihuahua. 

 But the American wasn’t reading now or thinking of hiking into the abyss himself.  

He was listening to his wife’s questions hang in the darkness, to the answers they begot. 

 “Who?  It wouldn’t make any difference.  I would marry a Mexican or a Japanese,” 

said the young Japanese Mexican woman, she herself being shorter than most Chihuahua 

women and taller than all tarahumara women.  “We’re a strange minority,” I know. 

 She had come to look up into the night or over the edge of the barranca in a group, a 

group who looked Japanese or, at least, clearly had oriental blood, but spoke Spanish, 

perfect Spanish, for they had been in Mexico for generations.  Now, before the moon rose, 

she was speaking English to the American couple who was stopping at the same posada, to 

the wife who, usually sensitive to glance and intonation, had a way when she was tired of 

asking questions which probably felt more acceptable in the mouth than they did in the ear. 

 But the young Japanese Mexican woman was unbothered.  “In Colonial Mexico,” 

she continued in a voice that was almost placid, “we would probably have been known as 

chino blanco, though my mother was not Chinese, nor my father Spanish.  The Spanish, and 

the criollos, those who were born here of pure Spanish descent, would classify you by your 

hair, you know.  The inability to grow body hair meant you were more indio than anything.  

Of lower caste.” 

 “I see . . .” said the American, thoughtfully making his contribution to the 

conversation and deciding not to even think of illuminating his flashlight and checking the 

chino blanco underarms, the chino blanco legs.  And in that landscape, clear as the night, you 

couldn’t see much; changes of location were inadvisable unless you had your hand on 

something solid, like a boulder or a tree; even one less awkward would be well advised to 

watch his footing.  Later the posada would close down, a beam would be lowered into place 

across a massive door.  The guests would venture into the bar for the cheap tequila in the 

margaritas concocted for gringo taste buds. 

 But it wasn’t yet time to step in and bar the door, so a number were gathered at the 

edge of the cañyón or barranca that the posada abutted.  They stood about the small, yet 

revealing telescope that had been set up for their entertainment.  The tarahumara women 

and girls who, daily, sat on the ground, their fine basketwork before them on a cloth, were 
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gone for the night; just where they went in the darkness and steepness of the place no one 

in this gathering had thought to ask. 

 “So why have you come here?” asked the American wife, continuing, if moderating 

the tone, of her inquiry. 

 “To see,” said the young Japanese Mexican woman. 

 “Travelling is a way of meeting,” said the wife, who knew most of the axioms. 

 “Yes, I suppose it is,” was the answer. 

 “So why travel in a group, if it makes no difference who you marry?” asked the wife 

with resolution.  “You said you’re not family, so you must stick together for some other 

reason.  Going out like this, in a group,” she added pointedly, “you’ll only meet other 

Japanese Mexicans, you’ll only meet yourselves coming back.” 

 The American thought he saw the young Japanese Mexican woman droop an instant.  

Suddenly she laughed. 

 “I met you,” she said. 

 “But you like men,” contended la gringa. 

 “Of course,” smiled the Japanese Mexican woman, her moment of uneasiness behind 

her, and added with the graciousness of two gracious races.  “I meant both of you.” 

 A few steps away, as the party seemed to scatter along the edge, and perhaps 

inspired by the Japanese Mexican presence, the American took a moment to reflect upon his 

present stage of knowledge.  He knew what he knew, knew what his eyes and ears told him, 

what he’d read in books.  He knew he was still alive, knew he was travelling from one point 

to another across a map which still seemed to him to have blank spots: unmapped, 

unexplored stretches of this life or, at least, sectors where the pueblos were a trifle 

mislocated along the rim of the abyss and the roads didn’t go exactly where the 

cartographers said they did; maps, or parts of maps, districts, zones, domains that were just 

a little bit off.   

 The American was no explorer, not what might be called a man of action.  He was 

simply one who went, when he went, from here to there, often accompanied by his wife, 

with his eyes open, seeing, hearing and, in some cases, at night, just turning the pages, 

reading aloud.  He was probably the kind who, listening, looking, taking what he could in, 
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finally let things fall where they might; the kind of man, perhaps, never to open his mouth, 

never to speak out, to raise a hand.   

 These were observations that the American could make, however tentatively, 

himself, but what kind of woman was the young Japanese Mexican woman, what kind of 

woman was his wife?  These were questions the answers to which were likely to remain in 

the shadows. 

 Just beyond the mostly enclosed courtyard of the posada, there was a bonfire going 

when the party returned from the drop off.  The fire had already drawn most the other 

guests, for there was little else to do once the oil lamps were lit in the rooms.  After all, 

they’d paid to come to Mexico, to the Mexican night no matter what it held, and so they had 

stepped out into it and arranged themselves on polished logs about the blaze, leaning 

forward for warmth or back to avoid a cataract of sparks. 

 And of a Mexican night like this, when none of the guests produced a guitar, the 

employed indios stepped forward to provide diversion.  Three males of the establishment 

sang a canción with great enthusiasm, the refrain of which seemed to be “Yo soy el mayor de 

Chihuahua,” though that must have been Spanglish, one of the guests concluded, for mayor 

was not mayor in Spanish, but something else.  One of the entertaining indios was then 

encouraged by the others to display the six fingers he had on each hand, which he did 

smilingly, while the seated guests were assured he also had six toes on each foot. 

 “The better to hang onto the edge,” said one of the guests who must have looked 

over it and, though most of the gringos sort of laughed, none of the three men smiled.  But 

the man with six fingers was an old man, and presumably beyond embarrassment.  And as 

the two younger men fired their guitars off together, the old man forwarded the gala to the 

next level of animation by inviting one of the American women to rise from a log and cast 

her dancing shadow on the sky.   

 No, the American noted, it wasn’t his wife and, no, he himself was not about to rise 

to take her in his arms, to dance, not then, not ever, not barefoot, not upon nothing, not to 

make a fool of himself to any tune he’d ever heard. 

 So he reflected as the margaritas flowed and the bodies of male and female crossed 

and recrossed the flames, and the American returned briefly to his room.  Then, possibly 

still heeding a call of nature, since he was still alive, he followed his flashlight out to the 
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edge of the barranca where the fragile telescope waited, an insect of the night with infinite 

patience.   

 The Japanese Mexicans had retired early.  Though, he had almost half hoped, 

perhaps not all of them.  But the moon had risen, the barranca lay moon-bathed beyond, the 

night was vast and the telescope stood alone.  Pocketing his flashlight, he bent to put his 

eye to the eyepiece.  Nothing but darkness, if not quite a darkness he had looked into before.  

It was as if some process had reversed light and dark, and he was staring into one of those 

blank spots on the map, using a fairly sophisticated instrument to look at nothing at all.  

Nada.  Only momentarily disinclined, fiddling with knobs and levers, he slowly managed to 

swing the scope in the direction of the new risen moon. 

 At first, he got one edge of it, then another, then lost all of it, then found it all again, 

round and perfect, hard yet meteor blasted, in the center of his vision.  He remembered 

pictures of the moon in Time Magazine, or was it Life, the craters named and labeled, as 

well as pictures of Neil Armstrong, or whoever, a delighted human form dancing 

weightless on the moon of old. 

 Straightening, he had to give his eyes time to recover from the stony look that filled 

the lens, from the glare of whited features looking back at him.  Was it true she, the moon, 

always turned the same face toward us?  Here on earth, he had to admit, his wife always 

turned the same face toward him, one that, at this point, was the only one he was ever 

likely to see.   

 For time was running out, and not just his, but all of it.  The blood of the Japanese 

Mexicans would be further diluted until even Colonial Mexico would have had no category 

for them; the tarahumaras would lose their language, their crafts, their artisanship; they’d 

grow tall, they’d speak Spanglish and eat TexMex.  And this even as the American century 

ended, as had the one that preceded it, a Monroe Doctrine no longer necessary to give a 

Napoleon III second thoughts about a Mexican Empire.  And in a reversal, Spanish, or what 

was left of it, was spreading north and east and west along the interstates, leaving the 

barrios behind as it drove into Los Angeles or roared under Manhattan.   

 Looking into the night, he asked himself, whose empire is this anyway?  Not his.  

For who was he?  Not Napoleon III or the mayor of Chihuahua, or even an alderman.  He 

was a man all right, no longer young, standing, and not that sure-footedly, at the edge of 
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night.  In not that many years he would be a memory in his wife’s mind.  Would her look 

change then, he wondered; would it soften?  Would she show a face she had never shown 

before?  Having all the answers one could hope for in this life, would she no longer query 

strangers? 

 He stood with one hand on the telescope, a mechanism not as steady that near the 

precipice as it ought to be, even at risk if a wind came up the rock face.  He was pleased that 

he had found the moon in its lens, unless it was the moon that had found him.  His eyes 

used now to this night, he stood looking out across the barranca.  It was an immense 

gouging of the earth in a dry land, now dropping shadowed veils, now baring all, from 

barren outcroppings and barely surviving trees to whitened trails leading down, down, 

down to the very end. 

 Behind him, behind the walls of the posada, the music, perhaps tiring of itself, 

proceeded meditatively, beyond cadence or measure, arrhythmically, a display of sparks 

rising to one tempo and falling to another when a new log was added, appearing 

disappearing in practically the same instant.  In front, to his left, rose a ledge higher than 

the one he stood on.  If the Japanese Mexican woman were to appear on it, unclothed as the 

moon, if considerably younger, with his newfound skill and steady hand, with patience, he 

could turn the instrument in her direction.  All would be revealed.  All questions would be 

answered, possibly even in a voice that was almost placid. 

 If not, he could yell, “Don’t!  Don’t!  To hell with bloodlines!  With purity!  You’ll 

meet someone!  And the further from you, the more different, the better.  It’ll be all right.  

You’ll see.”  At the last moment he could hold his arms out. 

 He looked all right, but there was no one there.  No more than a visual memory; half 

a memory, an illusion; or an echo, half an echo, a “don’t! don’t!” half shouted to himself.  

Was he thinking of stepping lightfootedly, almost carelessly, into the night?  It wasn’t that 

far away.  A couple of yards of black rock—and then?  Nada.  Nothing.  La caída.  The fall.  

Un silencio.  Which didn’t need to be translated. 

 And his wife, where was she?  If his wife were to wander out wondering, or not 

wondering, where he might be, he might begin as he had earlier, though with a somewhat 

more thoughtful “I see . . .”  Or he could shout when she was still paces away: “Hey, I’ve 

decided not to jump.”  Or: “here, have a look at the old moon!”    
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 But the moon was long gone from the lens, the telescope was off looking at 

something of its own; and his wife, most likely not quizzing anyone, was sitting quietly 

behind the flames, seeing, hearing, more than he would. 

 A breeze did come up the rock face then.  Unfocused and fragile at once, the 

telescope trembled under his hand.  It tottered slightly, slipped a half inch; then another.   

 For an instant, his attention diffused by night, perhaps a little confounded between 

fact and supposition, he wasn’t sure he hadn’t too.   

 Tottered, slipped. 

 In the present glare of the moon, slowly adjusting his eyes, he saw how the thing 

stood on the rock, motionless now, insentient, yet with a stillness that might be seen as 

equanimity; one of the creatures awaiting, if not even thinking of praying for, the next act 

when any act might be the last.  

 Braced on his own two feet, lifting it in both hands, he felt its legs, rhythmically, 

come together as, not without grace himself in that particular spot, he turned around and 

carried the instrument inside. 
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